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The Indian Ocean was a transit route for 

strategic raw materials flowing from British 

colonies as well a route to get war material 

from England to defend India and the Far 

East.  Submarines were also an important 

way for the Germans and Japanese to 

exchange technology and raw materials for 

mutual benefit. 

In our latest release Gruppe Monsun  (GM) You will get to play out Germany’s 

strategic investment in Indian Ocean U-boat Bases.  

GLOBALCOMMAND SERIES 

A “Global War” 2nd Edition Expansion 

Alternate History Scenario 
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Overview 
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1.0 Scheme: A scheme is a set of changes to the game that a player applies to the 

rules.   

 

1.1 The Gruppe Monsun scheme costs the German player 8/8 IPP (16 

total) and resolves after 2 turns. The scheme may be purchased on any 

turn, January 1939 or later. 

1.2 Bases: The German player may place up to 2 submarine bases and 1 

Seaplane base in the Indian Ocean.  These may be placed at any location 

controlled/possessed by the Germans, Japanese, Italians, or Vichy France 

regardless of the war status of these nations. 

Contents 

 (3) Submarine Base (marker) 

 (1) Seaplane Base (marker) 

 (1) Type IX U-boat (3d printed) 

 (1) Type X U-boat (3d printed) 

 (1) Do-24 Seaplane (3d printed) 

 (1) Seaplane Tender (3d printed) 

 

GM 1:  GRUPPE MONSUN U-Boat Schemes 
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1.3 Submarines: Place one Type IX, and one Type X at any of the submarine 

bases placed in 1.2. Place a Do-24 and seaplane tender at the seaplane 

base 

1.4 Technology Exchange: For every 

German or Italian submarine that 

reaches a sea zone adjacent to the 

Japanese home Country, Japan may 

make one free technology roll.  For each 

German or Italian submarine that returns 

from Japan, Germany gets 2 IPP (from strategic raw materials). 

 

Type IX  

The Type IX was a large, ocean-going submarine capable of 

extended operations.  The Type IX had a range of 13,450 

nautical miles.   Several of these operated in the Indian Ocean 

as part of the Monsun Gruppe.  The boat carried 22 torpedoes 

and was equipped with a 105mm deck gun.  It functions like a 

regular submarine.  

Availability: January 1937 

GM 2.0 NEW UNITS  

Unit Attack Defense Move Cost 

Type IX 3 3 3 5 
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Type X(B) Mine Layer  

The Type X(B) was a mine-laying submarine of which only eight 

boats were commissioned during the war.  The boat could carry 66 

SMA (moored magnetic) mines and up to 15 torpedoes.  It also had 

a 105mm deck gun.  The 2,710 ton vessel was the largest U-boat 

built during the war and correspondingly suffered in terms of its 

maneuverability and dive speed.  Later in the war some were used 

     as transports.  These boats had a range of 18,450 miles. 

Availability: January 1939 

Mine Layer: The Type X(B) has a +0 convoy-raiding roll but is not subject to 

Defense rolls by Escorts or Advanced ASW. 

 

 

Do-24 Seaplane 

The Do-24 is a German seaplane and was used primarily for 

maritime reconnaissance and search and rescue.  The aircraft had a 

range of 1,459 miles and was lightly armed with 20mm and 7.92mm 

machineguns. 

Availability: July 1937 

Maritime Patrol: The Do-24 can pair 1:1 with a submarine to give that submarine a 

+1 convoy-raiding roll. 

Chosen Last: The Do-24 is always chosen last in combat. 

Unit Attack Defense Move Cost 

Type X 1 1 3 6 

Unit Attack Defense Move Cost 

Do-24 NA NA 4 3 
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Seaplane Tender 

 

 

 

 

Availability: January 1936 

Use: A Seaplane that begins its turn on land (e.g. not on combat air patrol) treats a 

seaplane tender in an adjacent sea zone as if it were a friendly naval base. 

Chosen Last: A seaplane tender is always chosen last in combat. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Seaplanes 
 

(a) A seaplane is an aircraft for all game purposes; and is required to land in a 
coastal land zone. Seaplanes may not land on aircraft carriers or use air bases.   

  
(b) A seaplane treats a naval base as if it were an air base, allowing it to scramble, 

and extend its range. 
 

Unit Attack Defense Move Cost 

Seaplane Tender NA NA 4 1 

Appendix A: Seaplanes and Seaplane Bases 
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(c) A seaplane may land in a zone captured this turn in combat so long as that 
zone contains a (recently captured) naval base or 
seaplane base. A seaplane that participated in 
combat could land in such a zone in non movement. 
However; such a seaplane could not fly a mission 
without enough movement points to return to a 
friendly zone.  

 

(d) Long Range Aircraft technology increases the     
 patrol range of seaplanes by 1. 
 

Seaplane Bases 
 

(a) A Seaplane Base is a facility that can act as an airbase for 
seaplanes. Like a regular air base, it allows seaplanes that 
begin there to add one to their movement. A seaplane base 
also allows up to 3 seaplanes to “scramble” from the base 
and participate in a combat in an adjacent sea zone. 

 

(b) A seaplane base can sustain 3 damage points before it 
is removed from the map and must be rebuilt. It can be 
repaired if it has one or two damages. A seaplane base 
costs 3 IPP and has no inherent anti-aircraft guns. It 
requires one turn to build. 
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Global War 1936-1945 - The Ultimate 

War Game  

Welcome to the Global War game family. Global War is 

a strategic level war game - one of the most heavily 

supported and expanded games on the market. Visit 

our website to see our full line of games, expansions, 

markers, units and other accessories.  

You can find Global War 1936-1945 here.                    

You can view our Global War expansion sets here. 

You can view more Global War expansion sets here. 
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